Dear students! Рrovide information to you for an acquaintance and understanding of general terms for
the subjects of academic respectability.
Lead to your taking, that in an university a commission works on the exposure of plagiarism in the
scientific articles or scientific papers of teachers and students.
Academic respectability is totality of ethic principles and certain a law rules, that the participants of
educational process must follow during studies, teaching and realization of scientific (creative) activity with the
aim of providing of trust to the results of studies or scientific (creative) achievements.
Plagiarism is promulgation (publication), fully or partly, stranger work (text or ideas) under the name of
person that is not the author of this work.
In obedience to Law of Ukraine "On higher education" 6 in a century 69 academic plagiarism is determine
promulgation (partly or fully) of the scientific results got other persons, as results of own research or recreation
of the published texts of other authors without corresponding reference. Types of plagiarism :
Self-plagiarism is promulgation (partly or fully) of own earlier the published results, as new scientific
results.
Fabrication - of thinking of data or facts that is used in an educational process or scientific researches.
Falsification is a conscious change or modification already of present data that touch an educational
process or scientific researches.
Writing is implementation of writing works with bringing in of outsourcing of information. Except settled
for the use, in particular during the evaluation of results of studies.
Deception is a grant scienter of untruthful information on own educational (scientific, creative) activity
or organization of educational process; the forms of deception academic plagiarism,
self-plagiarism, manufacture, falsification and writing, are, in particular.
Envisages the observance of academic respectability the bread-winners of education:
- self-determination of the head of the factory, the establishment of the flow and control of the results of
the new (for those with special educational problems, it is possible to get stuck with the needs of the individual
needs);
- reference to the information generators in case of the use of ideas, developments. Statements,
information;
- an observance of norms of legislation about a copyright and allied rights;
- a grant of reliable information about the results of own educational (scientific, creative) activity, use of
methodology of researches and information generator.
Violation of academic respectability it is considered :
-academic plagiarism;
-self-plagiarism
-fabrication
-falsification;
-writing;
-deception;
-bribery;
-biased evaluation.
Disciplinary measures that can be applied to applicants for higher education in case of detection of
violation of academic respectability:
- deductions from the University;
- deprivation of an academic scholarship.

